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The Secretary of State makes the following Order in exercise of the powers conferred by sections 
67(1) and (8), 68(1) to (3) and (5), 69(1) to (3) and (5), 70(1) and (2), 144(2) to (4) and 145(1) of 
the Pensions Act 2008(a). 

In accordance with section 143(4) of that Act, a draft of this instrument was laid before Parliament 
and approved by resolution of each House of Parliament. 

PART 1 
General 

Citation and commencement 

1.—(1) This Order may be cited as the National Employment Savings Trust Order 2010. 
(2) Article 20 shall come into force on 5th July 2010 and cease to have effect on 1st October 

2016. 
(3) The remaining provisions of this Order shall come into force on 5th July 2010. 

Interpretation 

2. In this Order— 
“the 1999 Act” means the Welfare Reform and Pensions Act 1999(b); 
“the 1999 Order” means the Welfare Reform and Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 1999(c); 
“the Act” means the Pensions Act 2008; 
“the NI Act” means the Pensions (No. 2) Act (Northern Ireland) 2008(d); 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 2008 c.30. 
(b) 1999 c.30. 
(c) S.I. 1999/3147 (N.I. 11). 
(d) 2008 c.13 (N.I.). 
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“the corporation” means the National Employment Savings Trust Corporation established 
under section 75 of the Act(a); 
“data” and “personal data” have the same meanings as in section 1 of the Data Protection Act 
1998(b); 
“employers’ panel” means the panel referred to in article 6(2)(b); 
“jobholder” has the meaning given by – 
(a) in relation to Great Britain, section 1(1) of the Act; or 
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, section 1(1) of the NI Act; 
“member of the Scheme” means a person who has been admitted as a member of the Scheme 
under article 19 and whose pension account has not yet been fully discharged through the 
provision of one or more benefits under article 32; 
“members’ panel” means the panel referred to in article 6(2)(a); 
“member’s pension account” means an account maintained by the Trustee for a member of the 
Scheme comprising– 
(a) the member’s contributions; 
(b) contributions made by any participating employer; 
(c) any sums transferred into the Scheme in respect of the member; 
(d) investment returns; and 
(e) any other amounts paid to the Trustee to be applied to the member’s pension account, 
less any expenses and outgoings properly deducted by the Trustee; 
“the panels” means the members’ panel and the employers’ panel; 
“participating employer” means an employer(c) that has been admitted to participation in the 
Scheme under article 18; 
“pension credit” means a credit– 
(a) in relation to Great Britain, under section 29 of the 1999 Act; or 
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, under Article 26 of the 1999 Order; 
“qualifying arrangement” has the same meaning– 
(a) in relation to Great Britain, as in paragraph 6(1) of Schedule 5 to the 1999 Act; or 
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, as in paragraph 6(1) of Schedule 5 to the 1999 Order; 
“rules” means rules made under section 67 of the Act; 
“the Scheme” means the pension scheme established by article 3(1); and 
“the Trustee” means the person appointed as trustee of the Scheme. 

PART 2 
Establishment, Constitution of the Scheme and Appointments 

Establishment of the National Employment Savings Trust 

3.—(1) There is to be a pension scheme known as the National Employment Savings Trust. 
(2) The purpose of the Scheme is the provision of pensions and other benefits in relation to its 

members. 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) The corporation was so named by S.I. 2010/3.   
(b) 1998 c.29. The definition of “data” in section 1 was amended by the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (c. 36), sections 68 

and 86 and Schedule 8, Part III. 
(c) “Employer” is defined in section 88 of the Act and section 70 of the NI Act. 
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Trustee 

4. The corporation is appointed as trustee of the Scheme. 

Appointment of members of the corporation 

5. Where the members’ panel has been established, then, in relation to the appointment by the 
corporation of an individual as a member of the corporation, or a member of the corporation as 
chair of the corporation— 

(a) the corporation must consult the members’ panel with respect to any job description or 
selection criteria that the corporation proposes to use; 

(b) the members’ panel must nominate one of their members to participate in any meeting or 
other discussion that is to be held by the corporation with respect to the creation of a 
shortlist of candidates, and in any interview of a candidate; and 

(c) the corporation must supply that member with a copy of any documents that the 
corporation is to consider when it decides who should be included in the shortlist, or who 
should be appointed, and must take into account any views expressed by that member 
before it makes its decision. 

Consultation of members and employers 

6.—(1) The Trustee must make and maintain such arrangements as the Trustee considers 
expedient for consulting members of the Scheme and participating employers about the operation, 
development or amendment of the Scheme. 

(2) Those arrangements must include the establishment and maintenance of— 
(a) a panel to represent members of the Scheme (the members’ panel); and 
(b) a panel to represent participating employers (the employers’ panel). 

Establishment of the panels 

7. The Trustee must take all reasonable steps to establish the panels as soon as practicable and, 
in any event, within 12 months after the first day on which a contribution is made to the Scheme 
by, or on behalf or in respect of, a member of the Scheme. 

Composition and functions of the panels 

8.—(1) The Trustee must make provision in relation to— 
(a) the composition of the panels; 
(b) the selection, appointment and removal of their members; and 
(c) the functions of the panels. 

(2) Such provision must— 
(a) ensure that, in relation to each panel, the minimum number of members of the panel is 9 

and the maximum number is 15; 
(b) ensure that the members’ panel cannot be comprised entirely of individuals who are not 

members of the Scheme; 
(c) ensure that the employers’ panel cannot be comprised entirely of individuals who are not 

a participating employer or connected with such an employer; 
(d) provide for the functions of the employers’ panel to include– 

(i) without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (ii), providing comments to the 
Trustee where the employers’ panel is consulted by the Trustee on the preparation or 
revision of a statement of investment principles; and 
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(ii) giving any assistance or advice that the Trustee may require or that the panel may 
consider expedient, in connection with the operation, development or amendment of 
the Scheme. 

(e) provide for the functions of the members’ panel to include– 
(i) in relation to each financial year, making a report on the extent to which the Trustee 

has taken into account the views of members of the Scheme and the views of the 
members’ panel (with respect to views which the panel is able to express pursuant to 
its functions), when the Trustee makes decisions about the operation, development or 
amendment of the Scheme; 

(ii) participating in the process for the appointment of an individual as a member or chair 
of the corporation, as set out in article 5; 

(iii) without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (iv), providing comments to the 
Trustee where the panel is consulted by it on the preparation or revision of a 
statement of investment principles; and 

(iv) giving any assistance or advice which the Trustee may require or which the panel 
may consider expedient, in connection with the operation, development or 
amendment of the Scheme. 

(3) In relation to the report referred to in paragraph (2)(e)(i)— 
(a) the Trustee must make provision for the members’ panel to send a copy of it to the 

Secretary of State and the Trustee; 
(b) the Trustee must make it available by– 

(i) placing a copy of it on the internet; and 
(ii) subject to sub-paragraph (c), sending a copy of it to any person who requests a copy; 

and 
(c) where the Trustee makes a charge in connection with the sending under sub-paragraph 

(b)(ii) of a copy of the report, the Trustee is not obliged to send the copy until the Trustee 
has received payment of the charge(a). 

(4) Where the members’ panel has been established, the Trustee must, before it prepares or 
revises a statement of investment principles, consult that panel. 

(5) In this article— 
(a) “financial year” means the 12 months ending on 31st March in each year; and 
(b) “statement of investment principles”– 

(i) in Great Britain, has the same meaning as in section 35 of the Pensions Act 1995(b); 
and 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, has the same meaning as in Article 35 of the Pensions (Northern 
Ireland) Order 1995(c). 

Payments to members of the panels 

9.—(1) The Trustee may make provision for reasonable payments to be made to members of the 
panels. 

(2) Any payments made under paragraph (1) shall be regarded as part of the general costs of 
administration and management of the Scheme for the purposes of article 27. 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) See Schedule 1, paragraph 19, to the Act, for the power of the corporation to make charges.  
(b) 1995 c.26; section 35 was substituted by the Pensions Act 2004 (c.35), section 244. 
(c) S.I. 1995/3213 (N.I. 22); Article 35 was substituted by the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 2005 (S.I. 2005/255 (N.I. 1)), 

Article 221. 
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PART 3 
Functions of the Trustee 

Disclosure of requested data to the Secretary of State 

10.—(1) This article applies where the Secretary of State (S) requests the disclosure of data held 
by the Trustee (“requested data”) which are— 

(a) not personal data; and 
(b) in any event, anonymised. 

(2) The Trustee must disclose requested data to S if those data are necessary for S or the 
Trustee— 

(a) to comply with any– 
(i) legal obligation (in particular the duty of S to establish a pension scheme, contained 

in section 67 of the Act); or 
(ii) requirement to notify or otherwise inform another person, 
which, if S did not receive those data, would result in a breach of that obligation or 
requirement; or 

(b) to comply with any request made by a person appointed by S under section 74 of the Act 
to review any of the matters listed in subsection (1) of that section. 

(3) The Trustee must disclose requested data to S for the purpose of the matters listed in 
paragraph (5) where the Trustee considers that to comply with S’s request would not involve 
disproportionate cost, time or effort. 

(4) Where the Trustee— 
(a) considers that to comply with S’s request would involve disproportionate cost, time or 

effort; and 
(b) gives to S its reasons for considering that this is the case, 

it need disclose to S only so much of the requested data as is agreed with S. 
(5) The matters are — 

(a) the assessment by S of the performance, administration or management of the Scheme; or 
(b) the use by S for functions relating to private pensions policy or retirement planning. 

(6) In this article, “private pensions policy” has the same meaning as in paragraph 4 of Schedule 
10 to the Pensions Act 2004(a) and “retirement planning” has the same meaning as in paragraph 2 
of that Schedule. 

Disclosure of relevant personal data to the Secretary of State 

11.—(1) This article applies where the Trustee is requested by the Secretary of State (S) to 
obtain the consent of one or more— 

(a) members of the Scheme; or 
(b) participating employers, 

in order that those members or participating employers may be contacted by S for the purpose of 
research. 

(2) The Trustee may contact any number of members or participating employers to obtain their 
consent, as the Trustee sees fit to comply with the request of S. 

(3) Where— 
(a) consent is given, the Trustee may then disclose relevant personal data to S; or 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) Paragraph 4 of Schedule 10 to the Pensions Act 2004 was inserted by the Act, section 63(1).  
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(b) consent is not given, the Trustee must not disclose any relevant personal data to S. 
(4) Where paragraph (3)(a) applies— 

(a) the Trustee must only disclose relevant personal data to S after satisfying itself that there 
is a secure means of disclosing them, agreed with S; 

(b) S may contact the person from whom the consent was obtained; and 
(c) S must state to that person S’s specified and lawful purposes related to research. 

(5) In this article, “relevant personal data” means personal data which enable S to contact a 
member of the Scheme or a participating employer of a member of the Scheme, and may include a 
person’s— 

(a) email address; 
(b) address; or 
(c) telephone number. 

Disclosure: references to the Secretary of State 

12.—(1) In articles 10 and 11, references to the Secretary of State apply equally to— 
(a) a person providing services to, or on behalf of, the Secretary of State or the Northern 

Ireland Department; or 
(b) the Northern Ireland Department. 

(2) In this article, “the Northern Ireland Department” means the Department for Social 
Development in Northern Ireland. 

Protection 

13.—(1) Subject to paragraph (3), the Trustee and the members and staff of the corporation shall 
not be liable for any act or omission in connection with the administration or management of the 
Scheme except— 

(a) an act or omission which amounts to a breach of trust and arises from its or their own 
wilful act or omission, fraud or dishonesty; or 

(b) where the liability is a liability that cannot be excluded or restricted, by virtue of– 
(i) in Great Britain, section 33 of the Pensions Act 1995; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, Article 33 of the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 1995. 
(2) Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (1), the reference in paragraph (1) to 

liability for any act or omission in connection with the administration or management of the 
Scheme includes a reference to liability for any loss, however caused, occasioned to a member of 
the Scheme by— 

(a) the arrangement by the Trustee of investment funds under article 29(2); or 
(b) the member’s choice to direct assets of the Scheme attributable to their pension account 

to any particular investment fund. 
(3) In so far as paragraph (1) would exclude liability for the acts or defaults of a fund manager in 

the exercise of a discretion delegated to such a person under— 
(a) in Great Britain, section 34(5)(b) of the Pensions Act 1995(a); or 
(b) in Northern Ireland, Article 34(5)(b) of the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 1995(b), 

liability for such acts or defaults is only excluded provided that the steps set out in the provision 
specified in paragraph (4) have been taken by the Trustee. 

(4) The specified provision is— 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) Section 34(5)(b) was amended by S.I. 2001/3649, article 139(1) and (3). 
(b) Article 34(5)(b) was amended by S.I. 2001/3649, article 150(1) and (3). 
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(a) in Great Britain, section 34(6) of the Pensions Act 1995; and 
(b) in Northern Ireland, Article 34(6) of the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 1995. 

(5) The Trustee may in accordance with paragraph (6) indemnify itself or the members or staff 
of the corporation against any losses, costs and damages it or they may incur in connection with 
the administration or management of the Scheme except for losses, costs or damages arising 
from— 

(a) an act or omission which amounts to a breach of trust and arises from its or their own 
wilful act or omission, fraud or dishonesty; 

(b) a liability which cannot be excluded or restricted, by virtue of– 
(i) in Great Britain, section 33 of the Pensions Act 1995; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, Article 33 of the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 1995; or 
(c) a liability to pay a fine or penalty– 

(i) in Great Britain, as described in section 256(1) of the Pensions Act 2004; or 
(ii) in Northern Ireland, as described in Article 233(1) of the Pensions (Northern Ireland) 

Order 2005(a). 
(6) The Trustee may insure— 

(a) the Scheme against any loss caused by itself, the members or staff of the corporation, or 
its agents; or 

(b) itself, the members or staff of the corporation against any losses, costs or damages arising 
from a liability in connection with the administration or management of the Scheme 
except for a liability– 
(i) which arises from an act or omission which amounts to a breach of trust and arises 

from its or their own wilful act or omission, fraud or dishonesty; 
(ii) that cannot be excluded or restricted, by virtue of section 33 of the Pensions Act 

1995 (in relation to Great Britain) or Article 33 of the Pensions (Northern Ireland) 
Order 1995 (in relation to Northern Ireland); or 

(iii) to pay a fine or penalty as described in section 256(1) of the Pensions Act 2004 (in 
relation to Great Britain) or Article 233(1) of the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 
2005 (in relation to Northern Ireland). 

(7) Where the Trustee decides to indemnify itself, or the members or staff of the corporation, 
under paragraph (5), the losses, costs or damages in question shall be regarded for the purposes of 
article 27 as part of the general costs of administration and management of the Scheme. 

(8) Where the Trustee decides to take out insurance under paragraph (6), the costs of taking out 
the insurance shall be regarded, for the purposes of article 27, as part of the general costs of 
administration and management of the Scheme. 

Steps for increasing awareness of the Scheme 

14. The Trustee may take such steps as it considers appropriate for increasing awareness and 
understanding of the Scheme in order that employers and individuals who may be admitted as 
members of the Scheme may assess whether they wish to use the Scheme. 

Power to make rules 

15. The Trustee may make rules and may revoke, amend or re-enact any rules made by it or the 
Secretary of State. 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) S.I. 2005/255 (N.I. 1). 
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Application of the Trustee Act 2000 

16. The Trustee Act 2000(a) applies as if this Order and any rules were a trust instrument. 

Information about the Scheme 

17.—(1) The Trustee must as soon as possible following the preparation of any of the 
documents specified in paragraph (2), make the document available by placing a copy of it on the 
internet. 

(2) The specified documents are— 
(a) a document of the kind referred to– 

(i) in Great Britain, in regulation 6(1) of the Occupational Pension Schemes (Disclosure 
of Information) Regulations 1996(b); or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, in regulation 6(1) of the Occupational Pension Schemes 
(Disclosure of Information) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1997(c); 

(b) the annual report of the corporation sent to the Secretary of State under paragraph 17 of 
Schedule 1 to the Act; and 

(c) the annual statement of accounts of the corporation prepared under paragraph 20 of 
Schedule 1 to the Act. 

PART 4 
Scheme membership and employer participation 

Duty to admit employers 

18.—(1) Subject to paragraph (2), the Trustee must admit to participation in the Scheme, on 
condition that the employer agrees to employer terms and conditions— 

(a) an employer of a jobholder that wishes to comply with its duty in relation to the jobholder 
under– 
(i) in relation to Great Britain, section 3(2), 5(2) or 7(3) of the Act; or 

(ii) in relation to Northern Ireland, section 3(2), 5(2) or 7(3) of the NI Act, 
by arranging for the jobholder to become a member of the Scheme or by making 
arrangements in relation to the jobholder as referred to in article 19(6); 

(b) an employer of a jobholder that wishes to arrange for the jobholder to become a member 
of the Scheme or to make arrangements in relation to the jobholder as referred to in 
article 19(6), for the purposes of– 
(i) in relation to Great Britain, section 2(3) of the Act (in connection with the duty under 

section 2(1) of the Act); or 
(ii) in relation to Northern Ireland, section 2(3) of the NI Act (in connection with the 

duty under section 2(1) of the NI Act); and 
(c) an employer of a worker(d) that wishes to comply with its duty in relation to the worker 

under– 
(i) in relation to Great Britain, section 9(2) of the Act; or 

(ii) in relation to Northern Ireland, section 9(2) of the NI Act, 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 2000 c.29. 
(b) S.I. 1996/1655; regulation 6(1) was amended by S.I. 1997/786 and S.I. 2005/3377.  
(c) S.R. 1997 No.98; regulation 6(1) was amended by S.R. 1997 No. 160 and S.R. 2005 No. 568. 
(d) “Worker” is defined in section 88 of the Act and section 70 of the NI Act. 
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by arranging for the worker to become a member of the Scheme or by making 
arrangements in relation to the worker as referred to in article 19(6). 

(2) Where paragraph (1)(a), (b) or (c) applies and the relevant duty arises by virtue of the 
employer satisfying the conditions in regulation 3(4) or (5) of the Employers’ Duties 
(Implementation) Regulations 2010(a) (or, in Northern Ireland, the conditions in regulation 3(4) or 
(5) of the Employers’ Duties (Implementation) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2010(b)), then 
paragraph (1) applies as if— 

(a) for “must admit” there were substituted “may admit”; and 
(b) “on condition that the employer agrees to employer terms and conditions” were omitted. 

(3) Where— 
(a) in relation to Great Britain, sections 2 to 9 of the Act; or 
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, sections 2 to 9 of the NI Act, 

do not yet apply in relation to an employer, the Trustee may admit the employer to participation in 
the Scheme in the circumstances specified in paragraph (4). 

(4) The specified circumstances are where— 
(a) the employer is an employer of a worker who– 

(i) works or ordinarily works in the United Kingdom under the worker’s contract; and 
(ii) is aged at least 16 and under 75; and 

(b) the employer wishes to arrange for the worker to become a member of the Scheme or 
wishes to make arrangements in relation to the worker as referred to in article 19(6). 

(5) Where an employer is admitted to participation in the Scheme under this article, it is 
admitted with respect to any jobholder or worker of the employer who may at any time be 
admitted as a member of the Scheme, or with respect to whom arrangements may at any time be 
made as referred to in article 19(6). 

(6) In this article, “employer terms and conditions” means terms and conditions, provided for by 
rules, for admittance of employers to participation in the Scheme. 

Duty to admit members 

19.—(1) Subject to paragraph (6), the Trustee must admit as a member of the Scheme— 
(a) a jobholder employed by a participating employer, where the employer wishes to comply 

with its duty in relation to the jobholder under– 
(i) in relation to Great Britain, section 3(2), 5(2) or 7(3) of the Act; or 

(ii) in relation to Northern Ireland, section 3(2), 5(2) or 7(3) of the NI Act, 
by arranging for the jobholder to become a member of the Scheme; 

(b) a jobholder employed by a participating employer, where the employer wishes to make 
arrangements for the jobholder to become a member of the Scheme for the purposes of– 
(i) in relation to Great Britain, section 2(3) of the Act (in connection with the duty in 

section 2(1) of the Act); or 
(ii) in relation to Northern Ireland, section 2(3) of the NI Act (in connection with the 

duty in section 2(1) of the NI Act); and 
(c) a worker employed by a participating employer, where the employer wishes to comply 

with its duty in relation to the worker under– 
(i) in relation to Great Britain, section 9(2) of the Act; 

(ii) in relation to Northern Ireland, section 9(2) of the NI Act, 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) S.I. 2010/4. 
(b) S.R. 2010 No. 123. 
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by arranging for the worker to become a member of the Scheme. 
(2) Subject to paragraph (6), where— 

(a) in relation to Great Britain, sections 2 to 9 of the Act; or 
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, sections 2 to 9 of the NI Act, 

do not yet apply in relation to a participating employer, the Trustee may admit as a member of the 
Scheme a worker employed by the employer in the circumstances specified in paragraph (3). 

(3) The specified circumstances are where— 
(a) the worker is a worker who– 

(i) is working or ordinarily works in the United Kingdom under the worker’s contract; 
and 

(ii) is aged at least 16 and under 75; and 
(b) the employer and the worker wish the worker to become a member of the Scheme. 

(4) Subject to paragraph (6) and to the person’s agreement to member terms and conditions, the 
Trustee must admit as a member of the Scheme— 

(a) a self-employed person who is aged at least 16 and under 75 and who is working or 
ordinarily works in the United Kingdom; 

(b) a single person director who is aged at least 16 and under 75 and who is working or 
ordinarily works in the United Kingdom; or 

(c) a person entitled to a pension credit as referred to in article 31(1)(a)(i). 
(5) In this article— 

(a) a person is self-employed if the person is in employment but is not employed by someone 
else; 

(b) in sub-paragraph (a), “employment” includes any trade, business, profession, office or 
vocation; 

(c) a “single person director” means a person who is– 
(i) a director of a company; and 

(ii) employed by the company under a contract of employment, 
where the company does not employ any other persons under a contract of employment; 

(d) in sub-paragraph (c), a company includes any body corporate. 
(6) Where a person has already been admitted as a member of the Scheme with respect to an 

employment or a case as described in paragraph (4), then the Trustee must not admit the person 
afresh but instead must make arrangements whereby contributions may be made by, or on behalf 
or in respect of, the member as appropriate, in relation to the new employment or new instance in 
which one of the cases described in paragraph (4) applies. 

(7) In paragraph (4), “member terms and conditions” means terms and conditions, provided for 
by rules, for admittance of persons as members of the Scheme. 

Transitory provision 

20. Article 19(4) shall apply as if— 
(a) the words “and to the person’s agreement to member terms and conditions,” were 

omitted; and 
(b) for “the Trustee must” there were substituted “the Trustee may”. 

Members’ accounts 

21.—(1) When a person is admitted as a member of the Scheme, the Trustee must allocate a 
member’s pension account to that person. 
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(2) Subject to articles 22 to 26 and paragraph (3), the Trustee must accept all contributions made 
by— 

(a) a member of the Scheme; 
(b) a participating employer of a member of the Scheme, on behalf or in respect of the 

member, where the member is working or ordinarily works in the United Kingdom; or 
(c) a person other than a participating employer of a member of the Scheme, in respect of the 

member. 
(3) The Trustee may determine— 

(a) the form in which or the method by which the contributions referred to in paragraph (2) 
are to be made; or 

(b) subject to paragraphs (4) and (5), that, in such cases as are determined by the Trustee, the 
Trustee may on any occasion refuse to accept a contribution from any of the persons 
specified in paragraph (2) where the contribution is below such amount as the Trustee 
determines. 

(4) The Trustee must ensure that any determination that it makes under paragraph (3)(b) does 
not prevent the Scheme from satisfying the quality requirement under— 

(a) in Great Britain, section 20 of the Act; or 
(b) in Northern Ireland, section 20 of the NI Act, 

in relation to a jobholder. 
(5) Where the Trustee makes a determination under paragraph (3)(b), it must have regard to the 

cost of administering contributions. 
(6) Contributions as referred to in paragraph (2) must be applied to the relevant member’s 

pension account. 
(7) Subject to paragraph (8) and to articles 24 and 26, in the cases specified in paragraph (9) the 

Trustee may provide a refund of contributions from a member’s pension account— 
(a) to the member, where the contributions were made by– 

(i) the member; 
(ii) a participating employer of the member, on behalf of the member; or 

(iii) a person other than a participating employer of the member, in respect of the 
member; or 

(b) to a participating employer of the member, where the contributions were made by the 
employer in respect of the member. 

(8) In the case specified in paragraph (9)(a), the Trustee must provide a refund of all 
contributions made by, or on behalf or in respect of, the member, to the participating employer 
with respect to which the notice was given. 

(9) The specified cases are where— 
(a) the member has given notice under– 

(i) in Great Britain, section 8 of the Act(a); or 
(ii) in Northern Ireland, section 8 of the NI Act(b); 

(b) the Trustee determines that the contributions have been paid in error; or 
(c) the Trustee otherwise determines that a refund is appropriate in all the circumstances. 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) Regulations made under section 8 of the Act are regulations 9 to 11 of S.I. 2010/772. 
(b) Regulations made under section 8 of the NI Act are regulations 9 to 11 of S.R. 2010 No. 122. 
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PART 5 
The Scheme Fund 

Annual contribution limit 

22.—(1) Subject to the following paragraphs, the maximum amount of contributions which may 
be made by, or on behalf or in respect of, a member of the Scheme in a tax year (a) (“annual 
contribution limit”) is £3,600. 

(2) The figure in paragraph (1) is based on the average earnings index for December 2005. 
(3) The annual contribution limit must be adjusted by the Trustee in accordance with changes in 

the average earnings index— 
(a) on the first occasion, at any time before the first day on which contributions are paid to 

the Scheme by, or on behalf or in respect of, members of the Scheme; and 
(b) by the start of every subsequent tax year. 

(4) The Trustee must— 
(a) pursuant to paragraph (2), calculate the annual contribution limit, following any relevant 

provision relating to calculation contained in rules where such provision is made; and 
(b) publish that limit in any document considered appropriate by the Trustee. 

(5) The Trustee may determine that paragraph (1) does not apply to a member or class of 
member, in relation to a particular tax year. 

(6) In this article, “average earnings index” means the general index of average earnings (for all 
employees: whole economy: seasonally adjusted) published by the Office for National Statistics 
or, if that general index is not published for a month for which it is relevant for the purposes of 
this article, any index or index figures published by that Office in substitution for that general 
index. 

Annual contribution limit: meaning of contributions 

23.—(1) For the purposes of counting towards the annual contribution limit in article 22, 
“contributions” means any contributions made by, or on behalf or in respect of, a member of the 
Scheme and in particular— 

(a) contributions made to the Scheme by a participating employer, on behalf or in respect of 
a member of the Scheme, which satisfy the quality requirement for a money purchase 
scheme (“minimum contributions”)– 
(i) in Great Britain, under section 20 of the Act; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, under section 20 of the NI Act; and 
(b) any additional contributions in excess of those made under sub-paragraph (a), made to the 

Scheme in relation to a member of the Scheme which are more than 8% of the amount of 
the member’s qualifying earnings in the relevant pay reference period. 

(2) But for the same purposes “contributions” do not include— 
(a) a cash transfer sum– 

(i) in Great Britain, within the meaning of section 101AB(3) of the Pension Schemes 
Act 1993(b), used in the way described in section 101AE(2)(a) of that Act; or 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) “Tax year” is defined in section 99 of the Act and in section 78 of the NI Act. 
(b) 1993 c.48.  Sections 101AB and 101AE were inserted by the Pensions Act 2004 (c.35), section 264. 
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(ii) in Northern Ireland, within the meaning of section 97AB(3) of the Pension Schemes 
(Northern Ireland) Act 1993(a), used in the way described in section 97AE(2)(a) of 
that Act; 

(b) the discharge by the trustees or managers of a scheme of their liability in respect of a 
pension credit– 
(i) in Great Britain, to which Schedule 5 to the 1999 Act applies; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, to which Schedule 5 to the 1999 Order applies, 
by taking the action specified in paragraph (3); 

(c) any other transfer of any sum held for the purposes of, or representing accrued rights 
under, a pension scheme so as to become held for the purposes of, or to represent rights 
under, the Scheme; 

(d) any payment of contributions refunded– 
(i) in Great Britain, in accordance with requirements prescribed under section 8(2)(b) of 

the Act; or 
(ii) in Northern Ireland, in accordance with requirements prescribed under section 

8(2)(b) of the NI Act; 
(e) any payment of contributions made pursuant to a compliance notice issued to a person– 

(i) in Great Britain, under section 35 of the Act; or 
(ii) in Northern Ireland, under section 35 of the NI Act, 
where the appropriate date to which that notice relates is not in the same tax year as that 
in which the payment of contributions pursuant to the notice takes place; 

(f) any payment of contributions made pursuant to an unpaid contributions notice– 
(i) in Great Britain, issued to an employer under section 37 of the Act; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, issued to an employer under section 37 of the NI Act, 
where the appropriate date to which that notice relates is not in the same tax year as that 
in which the payment of contributions pursuant to the notice takes place; 

(g) any payment of contributions made pursuant to a third party compliance notice issued 
under– 
(i) in Great Britain, section 36 of the Act; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, section 36 of the NI Act, 
where the payment of contributions under that notice is not in the same tax year in which 
those contributions were first payable; 

(h) any contributions payable by a participating employer under any provision of– 
(i) in Great Britain, Chapter 1 of Part 1 of the Act; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, Chapter 1 of Part 1 of the NI Act, 
where the contributions are not paid in the same tax year in which those contributions 
were first payable; 

(i) any contributions not made to the Scheme on or before the due date, where the tax year in 
which that due date falls has already ended, unless the Trustee determines otherwise; 

(j) any payments made in error which are refunded by the Scheme; 
(k) any contributions which are refunded under article 24 in respect of the same tax year in 

which those contributions were made; or 
(l) any sum which exceeded the annual contribution limit as a result of the member of the 

Scheme being in multiple employment within the meaning of article 26, provided that 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1993 c.49.  Sections 97AB and 97AE were inserted by the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 2005 (S.I. 2005/255 (N.I. 1)), 

Article 241. 
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such sum consists of contributions made by a participating employer either on behalf or 
in respect of that member of the Scheme. 

(3) For the purposes of paragraph (2)(b), the specified action is– 
(a) conferring appropriate rights under that scheme on a person entitled to the credit; or 
(b) paying the amount of the credit to the person responsible for a qualifying arrangement 

with a view to acquiring rights under that arrangement for the person entitled to the 
credit. 

(4) In this article— 
(a) “appropriate date” has the same meaning– 

(i) in Great Britain, as in section 38(5) of the Act; or 
(ii) in Northern Ireland, as in section 38(5) of the NI Act; 

(b) “due date” means the date on or before which payment of a contribution is to be made; 
and 

(c) “relevant pay reference period” has the meaning given in regulations made under– 
(i) in Great Britain, section 15(1) of the Act; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, section 15(1) of the NI Act. 

Annual contribution limit: refund of excess contributions 

24.—(1) This article applies in relation to contributions made in any tax year in excess of the 
annual contribution limit for that year. 

(2) Subject to paragraph (2) of article 26, contributions made to the Scheme in excess of the 
annual contribution limit by— 

(a) a member of the Scheme; 
(b) a participating employer on behalf of a member of the Scheme; or 
(c) a person other than a participating employer of a member of the Scheme, in respect of a 

member, 
must not be applied to the member’s pension account in respect of that same tax year and may be 
refunded to the member. 

(3) Contributions made to the Scheme (in excess of the annual contribution limit) by a 
participating employer in respect of a member of the Scheme may be refunded to the employer but 
only once contributions by— 

(a) the member; 
(b) a participating employer on behalf of the member; or 
(c) a person other than a participating employer of the member, in respect of the member, 

have already been refunded under paragraph (2). 
(4) The Trustee may determine not to refund contributions under this article if the annual 

contribution limit is exceeded by an amount determined by the Trustee to be disproportionate to 
the cost of making a refund. 

(5) In the event that contributions have already been applied to a member’s pension account 
(whether or not in error), the Trustee may determine that contributions be— 

(a) retained in the member’s pension account; 
(b) refunded to the member; or 
(c) refunded to the participating employer. 

Timing of contributions 

25. All contributions counting towards the annual contribution limit are to be treated as made to 
the Scheme when they are received by the Trustee. 
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Multiple employment 

26.—(1) A person is in multiple employment during a tax year if during that year— 
(a) they are a member of the Scheme; 
(b) they are in employment with more than one participating employer; and 
(c) more than one of those participating employers makes contributions to the Scheme on 

behalf or in respect of that person. 
(2) Where a person is in multiple employment, the Trustee may continue to accept contributions 

(including minimum contributions) made by a participating employer on behalf or in respect of 
that person, even if such contributions are made in excess of the annual contribution limit. 

(3) Where paragraph (2) applies, the Trustee— 
(a) must retain contributions of an amount equal to minimum contributions made by a 

participating employer on behalf or in respect of the member which exceed the annual 
contribution limit, and must apply those contributions to the member’s pension account; 
and 

(b) may refund any contributions in excess of the amount referred to in sub-paragraph (a) to 
either a participating employer or the member. 

(4) For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this article affects the operation— 
(a) (i) of, in Great Britain, section 20 of the Act; or 

(ii) of, in Northern Ireland, section 20 of the NI Act; or 
(b) of paragraph (1)(a) of article 23. 

(5) In this article, “minimum contributions” has the same meaning as in article 23(1)(a). 

Deductions from members’ accounts 

27.—(1) The Trustee must make deductions from members’ pension accounts to contribute to 
the general costs of the setting up, administration and management of the Scheme. 

(2) The Secretary of State must determine the method of calculating how to make deductions 
during an initial period and for how long that initial period applies. 

(3) After the initial period, the Trustee may determine subsequent methods of calculating how to 
make deductions. 

(4) The Trustee must determine the level of deductions to be made from members’ pension 
accounts, using the method of calculation determined by the Secretary of State or the Trustee 
thereafter. 

(5) Subject to paragraph (6), the Trustee must set the deductions at a level that— 
(a) meets the general costs of the setting up, administration and management of the Scheme; 

and 
(b) allows it to maintain such reserve as it reasonably considers is needed in order to ensure 

that the Trustee is able to meet its costs where there are unexpected changes in income to, 
or costs payable by, the Scheme. 

(6) In determining the level, the Trustee must have regard to any other sources of income to, and 
costs payable from, the Scheme. 

(7) The Trustee may make further deductions from members’ pension accounts to meet the costs 
of providing a service with respect to members’ pension accounts in a particular case or class of 
case. 

(8) In determining a method of calculating how to make deductions, determining the level of 
deductions under paragraph (4) and making deductions under paragraph (7), the Secretary of State 
or the Trustee, as the case may be, must ensure that— 

(a) deductions will be applied on a consistent basis between members’ pension accounts; and 
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(b) a pension account of a member of the Scheme (A) will not be subject to a different level 
or amount of deduction to another member’s pension account solely on the basis of– 
(i) where A is a worker, the number of persons who are or may in the future become 

members of the Scheme and workers in relation to A’s employer; 
(ii) the amount of time during which contributions may be made by, or on behalf or in 

respect of, A; 
(iii) where A is a worker, the amount of time during which contributions may be made 

by, or on behalf or in respect of, other persons who are or may in the future become 
members of the Scheme and workers in relation to A’s employer; 

(iv) the income that is, or may in the future be, earned by A; or 
(v) where A is a worker, the income that is or may be earned by other persons, as 

referred to in paragraph (9), 
or solely on the basis of more than one of paragraphs (i) to (v) above, in any combination. 

(9) The income referred to is income that — 
(a) is, or may in the future be, earned by other members of the Scheme who are workers in 

relation to A’s employer; or 
(b) may in the future be earned by other persons who may become members of the Scheme 

and workers in relation to A’s employer, 
(10) Where the Secretary of State— 

(a) has given financial assistance in the form of a loan to the Trustee pursuant to paragraph 
18 of Schedule 1 to the Act for the purposes of setting up, administering and managing 
the Scheme and such assistance is still ongoing; and 

(b) is of the opinion that the level of deductions under paragraph (4) is, or the deductions 
under paragraph (7) are, unreasonably high in the circumstances, having regard in 
particular to the principle that the cost of participation in the Scheme to members should 
be minimised, 

the Secretary of State may determine an upper limit to the level of deductions under paragraph (4) 
or deductions under paragraph (7) that may be made from members’ pension accounts. 

(11) Where the Secretary of State— 
(a) has given financial assistance in the form of a loan to the Trustee pursuant to paragraph 

18 of Schedule 1 to the Act for the purposes of setting up, administering and managing 
the scheme and such assistance is still ongoing; and 

(b) is of the opinion that the trustee is in breach of any condition of the loan, 
the Secretary of State may determine a lower limit to the level of deductions under paragraph (4) 
or deductions under paragraph (7) that may be made from members’ pension accounts. 

(12) Where the Secretary of State determines an upper limit, the Trustee may not exceed that 
limit in the level of deductions it determines or the deductions which it makes. 

(13) Where the Secretary of State determines a lower limit, the Trustee must determine a level 
of deductions, or make deductions, at or above that limit. 

(14) Where the Secretary of State determines an upper or lower limit— 
(a) the Secretary of State may make a further determination removing that limit; and 
(b) on the date any financial assistance given or ongoing for the purposes of paragraphs (10) 

and (11) is repaid to the Secretary of State, such a further determination shall be deemed 
to have been made removing that limit. 

(15) The Trustee must consult with the members’ panel before— 
(a) determining subsequent methods of calculating how to make deductions, as referred to in 

paragraph (3); or 
(b) making changes to the level of deductions from members’ pension accounts under 

paragraph (4) or to deductions under paragraph (7). 
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(16) The Trustee must make available the information specified in paragraph (17) by placing it 
on the internet. 

(17) The specified information is information about— 
(a) the method of calculating how to make deductions, determined under paragraph (2), and 

any subsequent method of calculating how to make deductions, determined under 
paragraph (3); and 

(b) the level of deductions determined under paragraph (4) and any deductions made or to be 
made under paragraph (7), as they have effect from time to time. 

Power to invest the Scheme’s assets 

28.—(1) The Trustee has the power to invest all the assets of the Scheme. 
(2) Subject to paragraph (3), for the purposes of this power, the assets of the Scheme include— 

(a) contributions as referred to in article 21(2); 
(b) any other monies received by the Trustee, including under articles 30 and 31; and 
(c) returns from any investments of assets referred to in sub-paragraph (a) or (b). 

(3) For the purposes of this power, the assets of the Scheme do not include any financial 
assistance given to the Trustee pursuant to paragraph 18 of Schedule 1 to the Act. 

(4) Without prejudice to the generality of the power conferred on the trustees of a trust 
scheme— 

(a) in Great Britain, under section 34 of the Pensions Act 1995 (a); or 
(b) in Northern Ireland, under Article 34 of the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 1995(b), 

the power in paragraph (1) includes power to take the action specified in paragraph (5). 
(5) The specified action is to— 

(a) underwrite or sub-underwrite the subscription, offer or issue of any stocks, shares or other 
securities or investments, as the Trustee may determine; 

(b) give any warranty or indemnity the Trustee determines as appropriate in connection with 
the exercise of that power (or any other power conferred on it by law), to any person; 

(c) participate in stock lending arrangements within the meaning of section 263B of the 
Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992(c); and 

(d) invest in derivative instruments– 
(i) in Great Britain, as defined by regulation 4(11) of the Occupational Pension Schemes 

(Investment) Regulations 2005(d); or 
(ii) in Northern Ireland, as defined by regulation 4(11) of the Occupational Pension 

Schemes (Investment) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2005(e). 

Investment and default investment funds 

29.—(1) The Trustee may establish any number of notional funds, by reference to such 
investment principles and criteria as the Trustee determines (“investment funds”). 

(2) Subject to the following paragraphs, investment funds may be arranged by the Trustee in 
such number, combination or type as the Trustee determines. 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1995 c.26. 
(b) S.I. 1995/3213 (N.I. 22). 
(c) 1992 c.12.  Section 263B was inserted, in relation to, and to transfers under, any arrangement made on or after 1 July 1997, 

by the Finance Act 1997 (c.16), section 76 (and paragraphs 5(1) and 7(1) of Schedule 10 to that Act).  Subsection (2) of that 
section was amended by the Finance Act 2009 (2009 c.10), section 32 (and paragraphs 1 and 2(1) of Schedule 13 to that 
Act). 

(d) S.I. 2005/3378. 
(e) S.R. 2005 No. 569.  
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(3) From time to time, the Trustee may make different arrangements (including closing, 
withdrawing or terminating the availability of any investment funds). 

(4) The Trustee must, subject to the provisions in the following paragraphs, direct assets of the 
Scheme to at least one investment fund. 

(5) Where a member of the Scheme does not express a choice as to where assets of the Scheme 
attributable to their pension account are to be directed, the investment funds to which those assets 
of the Scheme are directed shall be known as default investment funds. 

(6) Any assets of the Scheme which the Trustee has the power to invest are to be invested by the 
Trustee in at least one default investment fund, except where— 

(a) the member of the Scheme expresses a choice that assets of the Scheme attributable to 
their pension account be directed to an investment fund other than a default investment 
fund, in which case paragraph (7) applies; 

(b) contributions are made to the member’s pension account during the period prescribed in 
regulations– 
(i) in Great Britain, made by virtue of section 8(5)(b) of the Act; or 

(ii) in Northern Ireland, made by virtue of section 8(5)(b) of the NI Act; 
(c) assets of the Scheme are not attributable to a member’s pension account; or 
(d) the Trustee decides to invest the assets of the Scheme in cash or on deposit in 

circumstances where liquid reserves are required for the purposes of the Scheme, 
and where sub-paragraph (b), (c) or (d) applies, assets of the Scheme are to be invested as the 
Trustee determines. 

(7) Where a member of the Scheme expresses a choice as to where assets of the Scheme 
attributable to their pension account are to be directed— 

(a) the Trustee may determine– 
(i) the form in, and method by, which a member expresses that choice; 

(ii) any limits on the number of occasions on which a member may express that choice; 
and 

(iii) the number of investment funds to which assets of the Scheme may be directed, 
having regard to the value of the assets of the Scheme attributable to a member’s 
pension account; and 

(b) subject to the member’s choice complying with any determination made by the Trustee 
for the purposes of sub-paragraph (a), the Trustee must accept that choice unless the 
Trustee is of the opinion that in doing so it would breach any of its legal obligations, 
including those imposed– 
(i) in Great Britain, by regulation 4 of the Occupational Pension Schemes (Investment) 

Regulations 2005; or 
(ii) in Northern Ireland, by regulation 4 of the Occupational Pension Schemes 

(Investment) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2005. 

Acceptance by trustee of cash transfer sums 

30. The Trustee may accept, in relation to a member of the Scheme, a cash transfer sum within 
the meaning of— 

(a) in Great Britain, section 101AB(3) of the Pension Schemes Act 1993(a), used in the way 
described in section 101AE(2)(a) of that Act; or 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1993 c.48.  Sections 101AB and 101AE were inserted by the Pensions Act 2004 (c.35), section 264. 
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(b) in Northern Ireland, section 97AB(3) of the Pension Schemes (Northern Ireland) Act 
1993(a), used in the way described in section 97AE(2)(a) of that Act. 

Pension sharing 

31.—(1) Where a pension credit derives— 
(a) from the Scheme, the Trustee may– 

(i) confer appropriate rights on the person entitled to the pension credit; or 
(ii) pay the amount of the credit to the person responsible for a qualifying arrangement 

with a view to acquiring rights under that arrangement for the person entitled to the 
credit, in accordance with paragraph 1(3) of Schedule 5 to the 1999 Act (in Great 
Britain) or to the 1999 Order (in Northern Ireland); or 

(b) from another scheme, the Trustee may accept a payment of the amount of the pension 
credit by the trustees or managers of the scheme from which the pension credit derives, 
provided that the person to whom that pension credit relates is already a member of the 
Scheme. 

(2) In this article, “appropriate rights” has the same meaning— 
(a) in Great Britain, as in paragraph 5 of Schedule 5 to the 1999 Act; or 
(b) in Northern Ireland, as in paragraph 5 of Schedule 5 to the 1999 Order. 

Benefits 

32.—(1) Without prejudice to article 31, the Trustee may, in the circumstances set out in rules, 
use a member’s pension account in order to provide the benefits described in paragraph (2) (and 
only those benefits). 

(2) The benefits are— 
(a) where a member is alive– 

(i) the payment to the member of a lump sum or the purchase of a lifetime annuity 
policy in the name of the member, or both; or 

(ii) the transfer of the cash equivalent of the member’s pension account to another 
pension scheme, where the member meets the conditions specified in paragraph (3); 

(b) where a member has died– 
(i) the payment of a lump sum to a person nominated by the member or to the personal 

representatives of that member; 
(ii) the payment of a lump sum to any one or more of the next of kin of the member; 

(iii) the payment of a charity lump sum death benefit; or 
(iv) the purchase of a dependants’ annuity. 

(3) The specified conditions are those— 
(a) in Great Britain, in regulation 2(2) or (3) of the Transfer Values (Disapplication) 

Regulations 2010(b); or 
(b) in Northern Ireland, in regulation 2(2) or (3) of the Transfer Values (Disapplication) 

Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2010(c). 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1993 c.49.  Sections 97AB and 97AE were inserted by the Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 2005 (S.I. 2005/255 (N.I. 1)), 

Article 241. 
(b) S.I. 2010/6. 
(c) S.R. 2010 No. 121. 
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(4) In this article— 
“dependants’ annuity” has the same meaning as in paragraph 17 of Schedule 28 to the Finance 
Act 2004(a); 
“charity lump sum death benefit” has the same meaning as in paragraph 18 of Schedule 29 to 
the Finance Act 2004(b); 
“lifetime annuity” has the same meaning as in paragraph 3 of Schedule 28 to the Finance Act 
2004(c); and 
“next of kin” means— 
(a) in England and Wales, the persons who would take beneficially on an intestacy under the 

provisions of Part IV of the Administration of Estates Act 1925(d); 
(b) in Northern Ireland, the persons who would take beneficially on an intestacy under the 

provisions of Part II of the Administration of Estates Act (Northern Ireland) 1955(e); and 
(c) in Scotland, the persons entitled to the moveable estate of the deceased on intestacy. 

 
 
 
Signed by authority of the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions. 
 Angela Eagle 
 Minister of State, 
22nd March 2010 Department for Work and Pensions 
 
 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

(This note is not part of the Order) 

This Order establishes a pension scheme known as the National Employment Savings Trust (“the 
Scheme”) and makes provision for its administration and management and incidental matters. 

Article 3 establishes the Scheme and provides for its purpose. 

Article 4 appoints the National Employment Savings Trust Corporation (“the Corporation”) as 
trustee of the Scheme (“the Trustee”). 

Article 5 provides for the involvement of the members’ panel (that is to be established by 
arrangements under article 6) in the appointment of a member or chair of the Corporation. 

Article 6 requires the Trustee to make arrangements for consulting members of the Scheme and 
employers admitted to participation in the Scheme (“participating employers”) about the 
operation, development or amendment of the Scheme including the establishment and 
maintenance of a panel to represent members of the Scheme (“members’ panel”) and a panel to 
represent participating employers. 

Article 7 provides for the timing for the establishment of the panels. 

Article 8 requires the Trustee to make provision in relation to the composition, appointment and 
functions of the panels. It provides that the functions of the panels are to include providing 
comments to the Trustee on any statement of investment principles and that the functions of the 
members’ panel are to include making an annual report on the extent to which the Trustee has 
taken into account the views of members of the Scheme. 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 2004 c.12; paragraph 17 of Schedule 28 was amended by the Finance Act 2005 (c. 7), Schedule 10, paragraphs 1, 15(1) to 

(3) and 29(1) and (2). 
(b) Paragraph 18 of Schedule 29 was amended by the Finance Act 2007 (c. 11), Schedule 19, paragraphs 1, 16(1) and (2). 
(c) Paragraph 3 of Schedule 28 has been amended but not in a way material to this Order. 
(d) 1925 c.23. 
(e) 1955 c.24 (N.I.) 
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Article 9 provides for reasonable payments to be made to members of the panels. 

Articles 10 to 12 provide for the disclosure of data by the Trustee to the Secretary of State in 
specified circumstances. 

Article 13 provides for the exclusion of the liability of the Trustee, and its members and staff, for 
certain acts and omissions in connection with the administration and management of the Scheme 
and enables the Trustee to indemnify or insure itself, or its members or staff, against certain losses, 
costs or damages connected with the administration or management of the Scheme. 

Article 14 enables the Trustee to take such steps as it considers appropriate for increasing 
awareness and understanding of the Scheme. 

Article 15 enables the Trustee to make rules under section 67 of the Pensions Act 2008 (c.30) 
(“the 2008 Act”). 

Article 16 provides that the Trustee Act 2000 (c.29) applies as if the Order and any rules made 
under section 67 of the 2008 Act were a trust instrument. 

Article 17 requires the Trustee to place on the internet a copy of the annual report and accounts for 
the Scheme and associated documents. 

Article 18 provides for the circumstances in which an employer may be admitted to participation 
in the Scheme including where an employer wishes to use the Scheme in order to comply with a 
duty on it under sections 2 to 9 of the 2008 Act (in Great Britain) or sections 2 to 9 of the Pensions 
(No. 2) Act (Northern Ireland) 2008 (c.13 (N.I.)) (in Northern Ireland) (“the NI Act”) to enrol one 
of its employees in a pension scheme. 

Articles 19 and 20 provide for the circumstances in which a person may be admitted as a member 
of the Scheme, including where that person is an employee who must, under sections 2 to 9 of the 
2008 Act (in Great Britain) or sections 2 to 9 of the NI Act (in Northern Ireland), be enrolled in a 
pension scheme by their employer and where that person is a self-employed person, a single 
person director or a person entitled to a pension credit. 

Article 21 provides for the allocation of a pension account to a person who is admitted as a 
member of the Scheme, for contributions to be applied to the member’s pension account and for 
refunds of contributions to be made in specified circumstances. 

Article 22 provides for an annual contribution limit for contributions made in each tax year by, or 
on behalf or in respect of, a member of the Scheme. It also provides for the adjustment of that 
limit in accordance with changes in the average earnings index. 

Article 23 provides for the contributions that are to count, and those that are not to count, towards 
the annual contribution limit in article 22. 

Article 24 provides for the circumstances in which contributions that are made in a tax year in 
excess of the annual contribution limit may be refunded to a member of the Scheme, a 
participating employer or a person other than a participating employer. 

Article 25 provides that all contributions counting towards the annual contribution limit are to be 
treated as made to the Scheme when they are received by the Trustee. 

Article 26 provides for the circumstances in which, where a member of the Scheme is in multiple 
employment, the Trustee may accept contributions that are in excess of the annual contribution 
limit and may refund such contributions to a participating employer or a member of the Scheme. 

Article 27 provides for the Trustee to make deductions from members’ pension accounts to cover 
the general costs of the setting up, administration and management of the Scheme and the costs of 
providing a service with respect to members’ accounts in a particular case or class of case. It 
provides for the Secretary of State to be able, in certain circumstances, to determine upper or 
lower limits to the level or amount of deductions that the Trustee may make, for the Trustee to 
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consult the members’ panel over the method of calculating, or the level or amount of, deductions 
and to make available information in relation to deductions. 

Article 28 provides that the Trustee has the power to invest the assets of the Scheme, including the 
power to take certain specified actions by way of investment. 

Article 29 provides for the Trustee to establish investment funds. It also makes provision for what 
the Trustee may and must do where a member of the Scheme expresses a choice as to where assets 
of the Scheme are to be directed. 

Article 30 provides that the Trustee may accept a cash transfer sum in relation to a member of the 
Scheme. Such a sum represents the cash equivalent of that person’s benefits from another scheme 
at the date on which a person’s pensionable service in relation to the other scheme terminates. 

Article 31 allows the Trustee to confer appropriate rights on a person entitled to a pension credit, 
where the credit derives from the Scheme, and to pay the amount of the credit to a person 
responsible for a qualifying arrangement. It also allows the Trustee to accept a payment of a 
pension credit from the trustees or managers of another pension scheme, where the credit relates to 
a member of the Scheme. 

Article 32 provides for the benefits that the Trustee may provide using a member’s pension 
account. 

An assessment of the impact on business, charities and the voluntary sector of the provision made 
by this Order is included in the Impact Assessment relating to the legislation made under Part 1 of 
the Pensions Act 2008 (c.30) as a whole. A copy of this assessment has been placed in the libraries 
of both Houses of Parliament. Copies can be obtained by post from the Department of Work and 
Pensions, ERSP, Level 7, Caxton House, Tothill Street, London SW1H 9NA. 
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